Individuals seldom have just one kind of reading difficulty; usually it is a combination of different types of problems. This example involves all three types of reading disabilities: syntax, transposition, and reversals.

I have a small cupboard with very a knee slippery and keeper she's of cupboard the with the key, key, key.

It has little my, shelf dear as dark as dark be can, and there's dish a Barberry of Cakes for me, me, me.

I know little cupboard with teeny a key tiny and there's jar a lollypops of the structure and sound of language.

This is an example of a syntax error, in which an individual reads the words in a sentence out of order. (It is a component of FORM or the structure and sound of language.)

The storm came pu os very quikc it couldn't haev been quikerc I should have thought ym alth along...

Ym hari si wet ym feet are wet I couldn't eb muhc wetter I fell not a rivre once But this is ever better.